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ABSTRACT 

Environmental management concerns are becoming more and more prominent m 

business due to the continued increase in environmental awareness. Environmental 

management affects both structural and infrastructural components of operations as it 

involves choices of product and process technology and underlying management systems. 

Product technology includes use of recycled raw materials or post-consumer recycling. 

Process technology involves more efficient production systems. Environmental 

management therefore is a significant part of manufacturing strategies. 

The aim of the study was to document environment management practi es among 

manufacturing firms in Kenya and to determine the relation hip b tw n cnvir nm ntal 

management and manufacturing strategy in Kenyan firm . 

Our findings indicate that the manufacturing strateg ' c mpetitl\ prioritie fa fim1 

play a role in determining the level of environm ntal management proa ti cnc 111 

Kenyan firms. ur evidence from th K n n m nuf. turin)' firm indi ate that a h t f 

other factor influence th 
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approach. This approach starts with quality and builds up the other priorities via the 

chosen path. 



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

l.lBackground 

Environmental management concerns are becoming more and more prominent m 

business due to the continued increase in environmental awareness. As a result, 

companies are today facing increasing demands from various stakeholders concerning the 

environmental performance of their products and processes. One may however wish to 

ask whether the environmental demands on industry are justified. We could mention just 

a few of the incidences that qualify the need such as: 

i) 

II 

Ill 

The Bhopal hemical Gas eak isa t r where er 40 t nn f hi ghly 

poisonous methyl isocyanate gas leaked out of th pc ti id fact ry f nt n 

arbide in Bhopal. Thousands died in the immediat afiermath. lea ·t 

10,000 have died in the years that ha\'e pa ed, and 10 m r ar d ing ery 

month due to exposure-related disea e , 
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iv) The climate change, global warming, acid rain and skin cancer due to the 

depletion of the ozone layer. Further, industrial inefficiency plays a major role 

in environment pollution. The problem is further compounded by motorized 

transportation, wasteful consumption and some modern agricultural practice 

(Asadullah Khan, 2000), 

More than a century of industrial development has come at a price: global warming, 

ozone depletion, air and water pollution, soil erosion, and deforestation are widely 

recognized as global environmental problems demanding immediate solutions. 

Government environmental policies and regulation, industry environmental management 

practices and pro-environmental consumer behaviors arc omc f the m th d that an 

help alleviate these problems (Ottman, 1993). 

According to Sinding (2000), firms not only face the detem1ini ti element f publi 

environmental regulation, but also the additional d mand fr m takch ldcr and 

at large onsumers are asking for gre n produ t 

firms' en ironmcntal p rform nc 

concern d ab ut th h , lth ·m 
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(Epstein ,1991). Consequently, environmental issues have the potential to play a pivotal 

role in the determination of a firm's competitive priorities. 

Klassen and McLaughlin, (1996) observe that: '' environmental management 

encompasses all efforts to minimise the negative environmental impact of the firm's 

products throughout their life cycle". Consequently, according to Corbett and 

Wassenhove, (1993) " the range of environmental issues confronting managers is 

extremely broad, and their impacts potentially huge. Because of their complexity and the 

speed with which environmental issues evolve, no firm can afford to treat them in an 

adhoc fashion" Firms therefore need to intemalise and operationalise environmental 

management. Intemalisation of environm ntal is ue mean that 

environmental issue crops up, the firm "know instincti ly" how t deal with it in a 

way that is both efficient and consistent " ith its long-term g al . an al and N c 

(1991) summarise environmental issues and outcome that ari e from intemali uti n ( e 

Table 1.1 below,). 



Table 1.1 Environmental Issues and examples of Corporate behaviour Coebett,C.J., 

(1993), 

Issue 
• Industrial 

Accidents 

• Routine 
Pollution 

• Waste 
disposal 

• Product 

• Packaging 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

Comply • 
Cut pollution where 

rofitable 
Make sure waste is • 
properly disposed of 

Install effective crisis 

Provide right incentives 
Within and outside firm 
to reduce pollution 
Actively minimize waste 

Mana erial Discretion 
• Turn good safety 
• Record to commercial 

use 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Be extra cooperative in 
case of accidents 
Set up "green groups" 
To involve employees 

Take back customers' 
waste 
Offer waste disposal 
services 

• Produce as long as • Where possible use • Impose own highe 
legal and profitable environmentally safer standards as suppliers 

• Provide adequate substitutes • Use tough standards as 
• Safety instructions • Actively prevent abuse source of competitive 

Use safe 
commercially 
packaging 

-+-___;;o;..;...f ..J;;..;...ro:..;duct -+--....;;a;...;;;d;..;...vantage ____ _ 
and • Minimize unnecessary • Use envlronm ntally saf 

viable Packaging packaging as m rk ting 
• Take packaging back argum nt 

from customers 
~-----------L-----------~-~~ ------~--------------------~ 

perationalising environmental programs howeyer pr nt a nUlJ r hull ng 

Fortunately according to orbett and a numb r f 

analogies bet\ n the nsmg m u nm nt p rati n 

m n g m nt c n ept h (JI'l • t t: 1 
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Table 1.2; Environmental Programs and Existing Concepts: 

Analogies , Van Wassenhove,L.N(1993), 

Process 

Product 

Management 

n th r 

h 

Environmental Programs 

Keeping pollution under control 
Reduction-of-hazardous 
inventories 

Zero waste 

Pollution limits 

Existing Concepts 

Statistical process control 
(SPC), Just-in-time (JIT) 

Zero defects, total quality 
control (TQC) 

Production planning with 
capacity constraints 

Cooperating with customers and Strategic logistics alliances 
suppliers to reduce packaging for time-based competition 

Product stewardship After-sales service, user 
support groups 

Design for environment, design Design for manufacturabililty 
for disposability 

Waste accounting Managerial accounting 

Disclosure of environmental data Disclosur of financial d t 

Environm ntal uditing Fin nci I uditin 

nu • turin t. nd 1 I 
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borders. International agreements and Standards, such as ISO 9000 and ISO 14001, can 

facilitate this cross-border trade. The role of International Standards as the technical 

foundation for the global market is explicitly recognized in the World Trade Organization 

(WTO) Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT). The TBT Agreement urges 

governments to make the utmost use of International Standards in order to prevent 

unnecessary trade barriers (Henri Schwarnm, 1997). 

Many companies around the world still see standards as restrictive and imposing potential 

trade barriers. The intention of International Standards is not, however, to introduce more 

trade barriers, but to overcome trade barriers which currently exist as a result of the 

current diversity of national standards. ~ nvironm ntal cr dibility ha b c m a fa t r in 

national and international competitiveness. I 14001 f[i r a mm n, harm nizcd 

approach for use among all organizations, \! here\er th ar in the ' rld . ·tgmng 

processes/equipment to include en ironmental consideration r qtmes un aluuti n f 

all aspects of a product or service (ideall , from " r dl t grav ", alth ugh thi i not 

explicitly stated by I 0 14001). It i only throu h th 

anagcmcnt y tcm M th t n or niz, ti n ~.:r tim ntr 1 

th rd , , n n h 1 th~.: 1\\ it nnh:nt r~.:quir~.:s 
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In Kenya, key players in environmental management are; i) The National Environmental 

Management Authority (NEMA) which among other things endeavors to ensure 

compliance to the Environmental Management and Coordination Act, and ii) The Kenya 

National cleaner Production Center (KNCPC) founded in July 2000 following the First 

Roundtable on cleaner production and sustainable consumption which was organized in 

Nairobi by United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP). The center is hosted by 

Kenya Industrial Research Development Institute (KIRDI) and receives technical support 

from the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO). So far the 

center has trained at least 150 industrial establishments, 10 Government departments, 

four municipalities, 14 Non governmental organisations, consultants, university lecturers 

and fi ve umbrella organi zations. 

1.2 The Re earch Problem 

Environmentali sm is no longer an issue that is limited to th indu triuli cd ountrie . 

Wi th the increasing consumer interests it is no long r an i u f rdu tant mpl ian 

wi th regu latory requirements. B id 

mechanism for g ining c 

trat gic mana rn nt. 
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in Kenya (Aosa,l992), advanced Manufacturing Technologies in Kenya (Mwangi, 2002), 

and operations strategies applied for the competitiveness of Kenyan large manufacturing 

firms (Nyamwange,2001). So far no study has addressed the issues that arise from 

Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing in Kenya. Given the central role that the 

manufacturing function plays in enabling a firm to gain competitive advantage, the 

cardinal question that arises is how implementation of environmental management 

impacts on this important function. This study therefore seeks to address the question: 

What are the implications of environmental management on manufacturing 

trategies of Kenyan firms? 

1.3 Objective Of The tudy 

• To document environment management practi es among manufa turing firm 111 

Kenya. 

• To determ ine the relationship between em 1ronmental management and 

manufacturing strategy in Kenyan firms. 

1.4 Importan f h tudy 

• 

• It 
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• The study shall also be of interest to international bodies such as the Global 

Environmental Facility (GEF) and the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP). 

The study will be useful in establishing how such bodies can assist the Kenyan 

manufacturing firms in capacity building for improved environmental management. 

• The Kenya Association of Manufacturers will also find the study important in their 

endeavour to have their members strategically aligned in relation to the emerging 

environmental and operations management issues. 

• Other beneficiaries of the study will include the National Environmental Management 

Authority (NEMA) whose efforts to enhance the implementation of Environmental 

Management Coordination Act will be validated by the results of the study. 

• Th study will at o go a long way in n uring that th K nyan n um r b m a 

recipient of more environmental friendly products. It i h p d that th finding r th 

study will encourage more manufacturing firms to implement n ir nmcntally 

conscious management strategies. 

• The Kenya ational leaner Production ent r K P will find the tud 

important in assessing the e. t nt ofthdr imp t n Ken n m~ nuf: turin finn . 



CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Strategy 

A strategy is a description of the manner in which a company or enterprise intends to gain 

a competitive advantage. Strategies describe actions aimed directly at altering the 

strength of the enterprise relative to that of its competitors. Strategies should allow the 

enterprise to gain a relative advantage through measures its competitors will find hard to 

follow and allow the advantage to be extended even further. 

According to Porter (1996), Strategy is creating a fit among a company's activities. The 

success of a strategy depends on doing many things well not just a few . The things that 

arc done well must operate within a clo e knit ystcm. If th rc t n fit am ng th 

activities, there is no distinctive strategy and little to u tain th tratcgi Ul.)p\ yrn 'nt 

process. Management then reverts to the simpler ta k of o r eemg indep ndent 

functions. When this occurs, operational effcctn ene 

performance of the organization. 

2.2 anufa turing trat y 
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infrastructural investments include those made in production planning, organizational 

structure, labor practices, training, and performance measurement systems. 

Implementation encompasses all investments in structural and infrastructural areas and 

capabilities. These investments have been called manufacturing strategy initiatives 

(Garvin, 1993), and collectively they result in a manufacturing strategy portfolio. 

The central role of the manufacturing function in enabling a company to gain competitive 

advantage in the marketplace is being increasingly recognized. Previously, manufacturing 

was viewed as a purely operational consideration in which planning was short-term and 

very focused . Instead, the manufacturing strategy of a finn should follow from and be 

integrated with the overall business trategy to be an effective c mpctitiv w ap n ( aki 

and Rasheed, 1995). 

It is clear that a manufacturing strategy hke an strat g . re\ oh e around a 1 altern of 

choices. The choices or decisions involved are concem d le with indi\ tdual da -t -da 

tactical activities and more " ith th who! tr n fi m1. ti n · km, that i part of th 

organintlon and the r ourc s c mpt:ten 

embrace ch ng in the ' 'id r c 
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Conceptually, there are a number of possible types of manufacturing strategy, and some 

may even be combined. Literature reveals among others the following types that exist in 

different industry sectors: (Lawson, 2002) 

• quick response (QR) or planned product response; 

• efficient consumer response (ECR); 

• time-based competition (TBC); 

• supply network strategy (including supply chain, value chain, and value stream); 

• just-in-time (JIT), just-in-time II (JIT II) and vendor-managed inventory (VMI); 

• agility in the supply system, agile manufacturing, strategically flexible production 

or proximity manufacturing; 

• virtual organi zation, virtual logistic ; 

• strategic outsourcing; 

• world-class manufacturing (W M); 

• lean production and lean thinking; 

• strategic postponement; 

• logistics strategy; 

• strategic purcha ing, pr Ul tnl:nt n I\ 1 k ~ Ut m 1, mat rials 

mana m nt ; 

• llah 

• 

• 



2.3 Competitive Priorities Of Manufacturing Strategy 

Porter (1996) argues that for any organization, the creation of true economic value (the 

gap between price and cost to produce) is the bottom-line in terms of their survival or 

failure. Sustainable competitive advantage can only be achieved by operating at lower 

cost, by commanding a premium price through differentiation, or doing both. These cost 

and price advantages can be realised in two ways: 

• Operational effectiveness (doing the same things as your competitors but doing them 

better) ; and/or 

• trategic positioning (doing things differently from competitors in a way that delivers 

a unique type of value to customers). 

Operational effectiveness includes, for e ample, better techno! g1 upen r input , 

better-trained employees, more effective management tructure, t . and i th ' d mai n of 

the operations strategy. Strategic positioning on the oth r hand, 111 lude n di fl~rcnt ~ t f 

features, a different array of servic or diffi n.:nt lo i ti al ~.=rvt ~.= 

mainly the focu of the wid r bu in 
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the more important. This goes far beyond the pursuit of best practices which is the quest 

of the manufacturing strategy. It involves the highly integrated configuration of a tailored 

value chain - the series of primary activities required to produce and deliver a product or 

service (inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales and after

sales services- the first three again being the province of the manufacturing strategy). 

Slack (1991) argues that competitiveness can be achieved through a manufacturing 

contribution to creating strategic advantage. In this context, the author refers only to a 

narrow range of operations strategies (those concerned with physical production). 

Nevertheless, he contends that competitive advantage can be achieved by "making things 

better, right, fast, on time, cheaply and n xibly". hi s ha a cl ar r onan G r 

manufacturing strategies, which is con idered to ha G ur c mp titi c pri riti vrz.; 

quality, dependability, cost and flexibility. 

It is generally accepted by operations and manufacturing manag r itzgerald t al 

199 1) that operations mana gem nt p~.:rfonn nc~.: h 

product quality, and d p nd bility. In 

p rati n manu r, cturin , 
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delivery, cost, flexibility and innovation (Noble 1995), or quality-dependability

flexibility-cost (Roth and Miller 1992) or quality-delivery-market scope-flexibility-cost 

(Fedows and De Meyer 1990). 

Basing his argument on the productivity frontier, Michael Porter (1996) argues that 

tradeoffs will exist only on the productivity frontier. The productivity frontier is the sum 

of all existing best practices of a firm at any given time. Tradeoffs are only possible if the 

productivity frontier was static. However, the productivity frontier is dynamic. Through 

creativity and innovation, world class organisations keep on pushing the frontier into new 

horizons all the time. Terry Hill (1993), however, argues that tradeoffs do not exist. 

actors leading to excellent performance in one pri rity al o lead e cellent 

performance on the other priorities. This means that w rid Ia mpani arc ab l t 

out perform their competitors on e ery aspect of perfom1ance. II furth r ugg ·t finn 

can only remain at the frontier through inno ativene , which i th rder ~ inner fi r 

world class organisations. The competitive prioritie f qualit , co t, 0~-: . ibilit and 

dependability arc only mere order qualifier for fim1 . 

2.4 .J m nt 
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In this section, we will discuss each of these environmentally responsible approaches to 

manufacturing and the related technologies. 

Environmental management affects both structural and infrastructural components of 

operations as it involves choices of product and process technology and w1derlying 

management systems. Product technology includes use of recycled raw materials or post

consumer recycling. Process technology involves more efficient production systems. 

Environmental management is therefore a significant part of manufacturing strategies 

(Sakis and Rasheed, 1995). 

2.4.1 Environmental Technologies 

lass ification of environmental tcchnologi ary fir t t p in th pr of 

characteri zing them. hrivastava (1995) propo d cla ifying en ir nmcntal tcchn g1c 

into fi ve themes based on their general management ori ntati n: design fi r di ' as cmbly 

manufacturing for the en ironment, total qualit · environm ntal manJgcm nt, indu tria l 

ecosystems, and technology assessment. How ,. r, , rdin t (\ a bark · Kla n, 

1999) these themes arc difficult to m a urc O\ c1 t i m~.: , nnnt t be r..;asil 0\ ~.:r l ~lld nt 

existing m nufacturin t t l t th strat • 

de lopm nt tn< irnpl m nt ti n. 
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(Dillon & Fischer, 1992), and pollution control (Hart, 1995). These categories are 

discussed below. 

a) Pollution prevention technologies. 

This category is defined as structural investments in operations that involve fundan1ental 

changes to a basic product or primary process. These technologies reduce or eliminate 

pollutants by using cleaner alternatives than those currently in place. (Freeman et al., 

1992). Pollution prevention technologies can be further characterized as product or 

process adaptation, although the two are related. Product adaptation encompasses all 

investments that significantly modify an existing product's design to reduce any negative 

impact on the environment during any tage of the pr duct' manu fa ture, u , dispo a!, 

or reuse. Process adaptation refers to fundamental chang t the manufa turing pr c 

that reduce any negative impact on the en ironment during material a qui iti 11 , 

production, or delivery (Waybark & Klassen, 1999). 

orne management systems, such a improved hou \:k pmg pra t1 c.; , mi 1ht b • 

considered to be pollution pn:v nt1on f rc.: man d • 1. \l 9_ · H rt. ll)l 

irnplcrnentin pr duct r pr n. mph i h 11.: i th ph si .tl pll duct 
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Pollution prevention technologies can provide net benefits because of their potential to 

improve environmental perfonnance up-front rather than as an afterthought (Porter & van 

der Linde, 1995; Schmidheiny, 1992). The fundamental rethinking of a product or 

manufacturing process also places fewer constraints on the means of achieving 

environmental improvement, thereby offering greater opportunity for innovation. 

Parallels can be drawn to current views on quality management, in which the failure costs 

associated with controlling and repairing poor quality far outweigh the costs of 

prevention and better design (Juran, Gryna, & Bingham, 1988; Klassen & McLaughlin, 

1993). Because the implementation of pollution prevention technologies depends on 

organizational and knowledge-based resources, greater competitive advantage is e pccted 

during periods of uncertainty due to high industry gr wth (Ru o outs, 1997), 11 w 

environmental regulation (Dean & rown, 1 95 , declining availability r natural 

resources, or increased external stakeholder pre sure (Hart, 19 5). 

Different technology portfolio compositions al o ha\'e p l nllal impll ation fl r 

environmental perfonnancc. If 

environmental impact ( hriv t, v , 1 

huv 
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b) Management systems. 

Monitoring, internal and external reporting, and related compliance systems are examples 

of management systems (Little, 1989; Marguglio, 1991). Environmental management 

systems are infrastructural investments that affect the way manufacturing is managed. 

They also include efforts to formalize procedures for evaluating environmental impacts 

during capital decision budgeting, to increase outside stakeholder involvement in 

managing operations, to increase employee training for spill prevention and waste 

reduction, to establish an environmental department, and to develop new procedures for 

cross-functional coordination. These systems function to both control and prevent 

environmental degradation. 

c) Pollution control technologie . 

Like pollution prevention technologies these are tructural in c tmcnt . m 

contrast to prevention technologies, pollution control t chnol gie treat r di p e f 

pollutants or harmful by-products at the end of a manufa turin l pr c either 

immediately or later. To accomplish this, a pi nt mu t dd pc.:rati n nt to the 

end of an exi ting m nufacturin pro ri •ina! prt du t and 

proc ss virtually un It r d. Jluti n I •hat :tllc.:ll/c.;d l s 

.min , up 
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In contrast to pollution prevention, pollution control does not usually reduce the total 

quantity of harmful pollutants either released into the environment or disposed of, thus 

also posing future liabilities (Freeman et al. , 1992; Schmidheiny, 1992). Any 

environmental benefit offered by pollution control technologies is limited to reducing the 

risk associated with a specific pollutant, either transferring it from a less secure medium 

to a more secure one (for instance, from air emission to solid waste) or converting it to a 

more benign substance. Thus, no significant change in the quantity of pollutants is 

expected. 

2.4.2 Waste Reduction 

Reduction refers to efforts undertaken by manu fac turing fim1 minimiz wa t . Th 

in iti al impetus fo r waste reduction came from 1 gi lati e and g rnmcntal in itiati · in 

this direction. The main emphasis in " aste minimizati n is on urce rcducti n. Thi 

includes products, processes, and technologies that will r due , a te 

streams as distinct from "end-of-pipe" waste. ourc rcducti n a tivitic in Jude: 

• input changes; 

• operational impro pr ' nti n· 

• pr duction pr 

• produ t rt: nnul ti n; 
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Many of the recent practices, philosophies, and approaches to manufacturing 

management such as Total Quality Management (TQM) and Just-In-time (JIT), can also 

result in the reduction of in-process waste streams. The role of TQM in ECM practices 

has been discussed by a number of authors, such as Willig (1994), and is practiced by a 

number of organizations. Eliminating wastes and continuous improvement are basic 

tenets of the TQM philosophy. The TQM objectives of quality at the source and defect 

reduction have direct implications for total waste reduction. While scrap reduction 

directly results in less waste, defect reduction indirectly does the same by minimizing the 

need for rework and the consequent consumption of additional energy. 

TQM tools such as concurrent engineering can be used at variou I cl r analy i to cut 

waste. oncurrent engineering is a systematic approach t the int grated and 

simultaneous design of products and related proce ses, including manufacture, mark ting, 

and support. Requiring close coordination among ariou functi nal area it re ult in 

benefits that go well beyond the reduction of waste. It al o requir th 

manufacturing cost, quality control, production 

packaging and point of 

di as cmbly characteri tic 
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energy, and time that are usually associated with the production process. In addition, 

Wheeler (1992) has found that companies that have achieved enviro1m1ental excellence 

use continual benchmarking and do not deviate from their goals. 

Just-in-time (JIT) inventory practices can also lead to waste reduction. Because fewer 

materials, components, and parts are held in inventory, there is less potential for waste. 

Other developments and approaches that can lead to waste reduction include additive 

fabrication processes (instead of subtractive), databases that help identify less hazardous 

substitutes, and waste monitoring technologies that reduce leakage into the environment 

(Willig, 1994) . 

2.4.3 Re-Manufacturing 

Re-manufacturing refers to the repa1r, re" ork, or refur i hment f c mp nent and 

equipment for either sale or internal use. The remanufacturing pr cc ba ica ll inc lude 

the disassembly of components, inspection and te ting of the r -munufa turablc 

components, incorporation of any new impro\' mt:nt mp ncnts 

" ith newer systems. 'I he product i mbl I fini h~.: • 11.: k I p. k. •t:d, and lhstribut d 

in th arn m nn r a n w pr lu t . 
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using worn-out, discarded, or defective products as a primary materials source. This 

factor affects not only the production process employed but also the contractual 

relationship with customers, who are also suppliers. The incoming material is known to 

be defective in some way. The production of reliable products from parts of unknown 

quality is one of the greatest tests of a remanufacturer's skills. Corporations such as 

Xerox and Siemens have incorporated the remanufacturing concept into their design 

strategies and today offer customers the possibility of returning expired equipment. 

IBM's remanufacturing efforts involve designing products with modular components. 

When expired products are returned, each individual system component is converted to 

other uses, thereby reducing waste (Sarkis and Rasheed, 1995). 

2.4.4 Recycling and Reuse 

Most of the raw materials used in manufacturing can be recycled, alth ugh in man 

it may be difficult to pass on the costs assoc1ated with doing o. lid \\a t mat rial 

such as paper, glass, plastics, and metals are abundant, with m n.: and m n.! b~.:ing tor d 

in landfills daily. More than 1 million ton of n n-pt.:ri h. bl~.: \\'. k ar buri~.:d in 

landfills every year, \ ith at I • t 7 million t n b in m. :k u~ of r~.: mat~.:ria l . 

'I hi includ 5 milli n r, milli ll millil n t ns t 1 

pia tic , and milli luminum. II\ ll\,11\ • st.lt s, 
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Although the terms "recycling" and "reuse" are used interchangeably, there is a slight 

distinction between the two. If a material can be used with minimal treatment, the tem1 

reuse is more appropriate, whereas a material that has undergone a significant amount of 

treatment may be considered to be recycled. For example, when a beer producer cleans 

and refills bottles, it is a case of reuse. But when glass bottles are crushed and used for 

making asphalt, it is a case of recycling. Reuse mostly takes place within an organization. 

Recycling typically involves an outside firm that takes materials from' disposed products 

and transforms them back into virgin materials for manufacturing. In such industries as 

aluminum cans and steel, recycled materials may constitute as much as 25 percent or 

more o f all raw materi als used. 

rom a procurement perspecti ve, selection proce {; r upplicr and end r need t 

include the criteria of being able to supply en ironmentally friendly pr du t ·, c pecia lly 

those that make use of recycled materials. The computer di\'i i n of meri an irlin s 

has switched to 100 percent recycled paper. on umcr Rep rt and 

companies are mo ing in the same din::ct ion. an nlhan , ith 

Hocchst clanesc, its suppli r of pi ti b ttl nd h. und~:1 ritt n a I. r • p: rt of th 
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The issue of the quality of products using recycled materials is partly substantive and 

partly perceptual. In some cases, the quality of recycled materials is already superior to 

that of virgin materials. For example, recycled-content paper is believed to perform better 

in photocopiers and laser printers. In many other cases, the quality of recycled materials 

is steadily improving. Even when the quality is lower, for many applications of a given 

product it is still considered acceptable. 

Customer perception is the problem in the case of many other products. For example, 

plastic lumber, which can be made from recycled plastic, is in many ways superior to 

wood because it docs not rot or splinter and has almost no maintenance cost. But in 

customers' minds, wood is superior to pia tic. It would tak c n id rabl ffl rt in t rm 

of advertising and customer education to overcome the perceptual pr bl m ( ar 111 , 

1992). 

2.5 Manufacturing trateg 

Integration 

nvironm ntal n·aren nd Th 1r 

2.5.1 The Stages of Manufacturing Strat gy tnt gr tion 
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Stage III; Internally supportive: goal is support of corporate strategy with a formulated 

manufacturing strategy. 

Stage IV; Externally supportive: goal is provision of strategic manufacturing 

capabilities resulting in corporate-level strategic opportunities. 

By expanding this manufacturing strategy framework to include EM, a framework may 

be drawn that strategically evaluates the complementary alignment of operational 

effectiveness and environmental management effectiveness. While it is safe to assume 

that very few companies fit squarely within a single stage, one can assume that the stages 

form a strategic continuum from reactive, simply responding to the mandates of corporate 

strategy, to proactive, providing guiding capabilities for r tructuring c rp rat trat gy 

(Newman and Hanna, 1996). 

tage 1 organizations simply attempt to minimize manufacturing' n gati\ 1 tential. 

Manufacturing, in this stage, is called on to be at b tint mall · neutral. lanufa turing i 

not expected to make a positi e contribution. 

process closely. If any str tegic con id r, ti 
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Organizations benchmark competitors' process capabilities. Processes are then improved 

to reach competitors' capabilities. Economies of scale are manufacturing's primary 

contribution to competitive advantage. Top managers of these firms typically use capital 

investment (or divestment) as a means of obtaining temporary competitive advantage. 

Stage III organizations expect manufacturing to support corporate goals. Manufacturing 

assumes an internally supportive role by formulating its own strategy and operating 

policies that support the corporate strategy. Assuming a top-down strategy formulation 

approach, operating at this level necessitates increased corporate-level involvement 
011 

the part of senior manufacturing management. Manufacturing management must have a 

clear understanding of the nature of the competitive advantage ought by the corporati n. 

Finally, manufacturing in stage IV organizations assumes an . tcrnally upp rti c 

strategic position. These organizations vie" manufacturing a a source f com1 etiti e 

advantage that extends beyond the economy of scale benefit of apital cqmpment 

investments. Managers are constantly new m. nufa turing k hn 1 g that 

might contribute ne\ capabilitic th t could It: d t n \ m. rkd 1 p rtuniti...: . hmcti nat 
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2.5.2 The Stages of Strategic Environmental Awareness 

Based on empirical findings, Winsemius and Guntram (1992) defined four stages of 

environmental awareness as follows: 

Stage I; Reactive: environmental management is a staff-level function. Goal is legal 

compliance. 

Stage II; Receptive: environmental management is a line-level function. Goal 
1
s 

optimization of ex isting conditions, including some process redesign. 

Stage III; Constructive: cradle-to-grave approach to products, and acceptance of 

responsibility for products even after their sale. New co-operation with suppliers, 

customers and competitors, and a stri ving fo r techn logica l or rganizational 

breakthroughs. 

tage IV; Proactive: management incorporates environmental cha llenge a an t.!kment 

of quality management. Goal of zero emissions. 

imilar to the stages of manufacturing str tegy int g1ati n de.: ribc.:d in the.; Ia 1 n, 
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In stage I, responses to government policies take a defensive posture. Companies tend to 

dig in their heels and do only what is required. These companies will use specialists to 

implement "end of pipe" or "add on" solutions while seeking to minimize response costs. 

Stage II organizations begin to give line managers environmental responsibilities. Their 

goal is to respond as efficiently as possible to government regulations through optimizing 

existing conditions and minor process redesign. 

Constructive responses, in stage III, look beyond their process alone using a "cradle to 

grave approach" to accept responsibility for their products. Industry-wide co-operation is 

pursued in an attempt to generate quantum leaps in envir nmcntal capabiliti . t 
111 

t 

today's challenges. 

Proactive organizations in tage IV internalize the environmental challenge a an element 

of quality management and strategic decision making. The • ttempt t d , lop a , i i 
11 

which inspires all clements of the company to O\ er om 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

The study is a cross-sectional survey that sought to explore the impact of environmental 

management on manufacturing strategy for Kenyan Manufacturing firms. 

3.2 Population and Sample 

The population of the study was the manufacturing firms operating in Kenya that are 

practising cleaner production through collaboration with the Kenya National Cleaner 

Production Centre (KNCPC), a United Nations project hosted by the Kenya Industrial 

Research Development Institute (KIRDI). The firms collaborating with (KN p ) total to 

47 manufacturing firms (sec appendix IV for the li t). 1 he finn ar prcad ut in 

Nairobi, Thika, Mombasa, Nakuru and Webuye. The finn arc drm n fr 111 ten u _ 

sectors viz: Textiles, Spinning, leather, metal, chemical paper, cdibl il , br , ing, 

foods and canning. The firms are therefore rcpresentati\'e of the Ken an manu fa turing 

sector. The study was a census of the 47 firms coli bor ting with K p a at 
0

th 
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The questionnaires were administered to factory managers and operations managers who 

are best placed to provide details regarding the operations of the companies. A majority 

of the firms were in Nairobi , Thika and Nakuru. The "drop and pick later" method 

backed by telephone follow up was used for these firms. 

3.4 Data Analysis 

The data collected was edited for accuracy, uniformity, consistency and completeness 

and arranged to enable coding and tabulation before final analysis. 

Data was analysed through descriptive stati sti cs. The de criptive tati tic includ d u of 

tables, percentages and proportions in order to sho" the rclati n hip bctwc 
11 

th 

variables collected across the fi rms covered by the study. 

The Newman and Hanna (1992) framework for cco-manufa turing trateg1 int gration 

which blends Winemius and Guntram 19 2) nvir nmcnt.l warcn~.:s 111 
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Figure 3.1; The Newman and Hanna Framework for Eco-Manufacturing Strategic 

Integration 

Environmental 
awareness 

I Reactive 

II Receptive 

IV Proactive 
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Multiple regression analysis and correlation were undertaken to examine the relationship 

between the degree of environmental proactivity and the key elements of the 

manufacturing strategy. The dependent variable was the degree of environmental 

proactivity. The independent variables included the key competitive priorities of the 

manufacturing function viz; quality, dependability, cost, flexibility and innovativeness. 

The following model was used. 

EM= a
0
+ a 1 QUA+ a2 DEP+ aJ COS+ a4 FLE +as INN+ e 

Where: 

0 

EM was the degree o f environmental management proactiveness 

QUA was a firm 's ability to compete on manufacturing quality 

DEP was a firm's abi lity to compete on manufacturing d p ndabi lity 

0 was a firms abi lity to compete on manufacturing co t 

FLE was a firm's abi lity to compete on manufacturing fle:ibilit 

1 was a firm's ability to compete through manufacturing innovati\'en~.: 

e was the error term 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

4.1 Years of Operation 

The years of operation are the number of years the firm has been in operation. Most of 

the companies surveyed have been in operation for more than 20 years. The oldest 

company was 62 years in operation while the youngest had operated for 5 years. Most of 

the companies in the leather industries had been operating for over 50 years. The mean 

years of operation for the 26 companies were 30 years. 

4.2 Company Ownership 

Of the 26 companies surveyed, 73% were owned by locals, 19% were jointly owned by 

foreigners and locals and the rest 11% by foreigners only. 

4.3 Number of Product Produced and Product Market 

Majority of the firms were producing up to 10 products as rcpre en ted b 90,
0 

of th t tal 

number of firms. The rest 31% .,. ere producing above 10 produ t . f the _ firm 

surveyed, 69% of them -.: ere producing both for th forc.:i n nd 1 al markd . h~.; rc t 
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4.4 Annual Company Turnover 

The annual company turnover was measured in million Kenya shillings. Majority of the 

firms surveyed were having an annual turnover of up to 500 million as represented by 

84.6 of the total 26 firms. The rest 15 % were having an annual turnover of above 1 

billion. 

4.5 Company Mission 

Majority of the firms indicated they had a company mission as represented by 62% of the 

total 26 firms. The rest 38% did not have a company mission. Among the fim1s who 

indicated they had mission statements, some had no written down missions, they were 

only interpreting their goals and targets as their mi ion tatcmcnt . In addition non had 

any indication of the environmental conservation within th c mpany mi i n. All 

surveyed firms said they considered the manufacturing function a 11111 rtant in 

enhancing their competitiveness. 

4.6 Type of Manufacturing Proce and yp f Produ t 

Manufactured 

Majority of the firm urv yed ~· r Ulll m r th n n m nut. . Lin~.: 
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industry, leather, metal, foods and paper industry in that order. The industry that had 

more environmental problems was the leather industry especially because of the by

products of the industry. Observations showed that their environmental management 

demands were higher. 

4. 7 Competitive Priorities of Firms 

All the firms surveyed were competing on cost, flexibility, dependability, quality and 

innovation. Quality was the major competitive strategy to most of the firms. It was 

followed by cost, dependability, flexibility and finally innovation which was the least 

competitive priority among the firms surveyed. This agrees with empirical studies by 

(Noble, 1995; Ferdows and De Meyer, 1990; Roth and Miller, 1992) which ugge t that 

simultaneity of the competitive priorities is po si le when ba ed n a and 
n 

approach. This approach starts with quality and builds up the other pri ritie 
1
a the 

chosen path. Table 4.2 below represents the extent to which each of the prioritie 

considered competitive: 

Table 4.2 Competitive prioritie of firm 
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4.8 ECM Awareness and Adoption 

All the surveyed finns were aware of environmental management and were also adopting 

it in varying degrees. All the surveyed firms were participants of activities of the KNCPC 

and this explains the total awareness of ECM. Majority of the firms had adopted the 

environmental management practices for a period of less than 6 years as indicated by 

69% of the 26 finns surveyed. The rest 31% had adopted the ECM for more than 6 years. 

4.9 ISO 14000 Certification, Reasons and Efforts of Certification 

Of the total 26 finns surveyed only 2 of them were ISO 14000 certified. The rest 24 firms 

were not certified. The main reason for certification among the certified firms was to 

fulfill international standards for export and improve comp titi cncss. thcr w rc [I r 

social responsibility, to improve the environm nt and al o t c mply \ ith th 

Environmental Act. 

Most of the {inns who were not certified had no efforts to en ure ert1fi ati 11 m of 

the efforts made to achie e certification includ d; mpha izing n h; nc 1 pr du tl 11 

getting Kenya Bureau of tandards m rk of qu lit ', ndu tin • ~.:n •it nnl\.:ntal • udit , 

putting internal control ~y t m int pl , puttin n hik th r h: d 
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indicated that ECM had a positive impact on quality, cost, reliability, product features, 

innovation and the profits. Most firms indicated that ECM had no impact on flexibility, 

lead times, volume variability and capacity of the firm. This information is summarized 

in table 4.3 below. 

Table 4.3 Impacts of ECM 

Competitive Priority A B c D E 

Quality 61.5 34.6 3.8 

Dependability 50.0 26.9 23.1 

Cost 46.2 23. 1 11 .5 19.2 

1-
-r-

Profits 38.5 38.5 15.4 3.·=---

-I- - 1-- - -
Prod features 42.3 2 .9 26 . 

42.3 19.2 
'-

Innovation 34. 

Lead times 26.9 30.8 42 .3 

Flexibility 26.9 26.9 4 ·-

Capacity 30.8 23 .1 34.6 7.7 3.8 

Volume variability 30.8 19.2 42.3 3.8 3.8 

- % of firm i ti n r 
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We would also like to document the following additional benefits were identified in the 

study. 

• Improvement in the quality of air m environment and also leads to cleaner 

environment 

• Reduction of paint deposits on buildings especially those in chemical industry 

• Reduced employee medical costs due to better working conditions hence 

improving their welfare. 

• Reduced wastage of materials and labour resources hence increasing production 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

effi ciency. 

Enhances occupational safety and prevents fi re hazards . 

Helps in training of employees to pr ducc better qua lity go d . 

Increases the environmental responsibility n work r . 

Enables the firms to compete in foreign markets . 

Helps the firms to comply with ational En ironmentallegislation . 

The processes used in production become more u er friendl 

Reduces noise pollution in factory . 

Increases social responsibility and irnpr ' t: mp.n_ tm 
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4.11 Significance of Challenges Faced in Preventing Adoption of ECM 
Firms face various challenges when trying to adopt ECM strategies. Some of the 

challenges were very significant in preventing the firms from adopting ECM strategies 

while some were not very significant. Technical challenge was the most significant to all 

the firms surveyed. It was followed by lack of appropriate technology skills deficiency, 

poor infrastructure, lack of political will, lack of appreciating resulting benefits and 

inadequate legislation. 

The study identified the following additional challenges faced by the Kenyan 

manufacturing firms. 

• It's costly 

• Increased cost of training employees 

• Poor record keeping in most companies is an internal hindrance . 

• Poor drainage systems and sewerage systems in mo t 1 calitie "her finn ar 

operating. 

• n-uniform legislation by different stakeholder , for . • lmph: 

Municipal ouncils have differ nt t nd rd . 

• R i tanc to change by Ill 
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4.12 Environmental Management Practices 

The table below summarises the different environmental Management strategies used and 

the frequency of use by the finns surveyed. 

Table 4.4 Environmental Management Practices 

ECM Practise A B c D 

Pollution Prevention 65.4 26.9 3.8 -
Pollution Control 50 30.8 11.5 -
Repair 30.8 19.2 15.4 

Rework 19.2 26.9 
-

19.2 -
Refurbishment 19.2 23.1 7.7 3.8 

Recycling/Reuse 53.8 11.5 15.4 4.7 

Input Changes 34.6 34.6 -
Tm_Q_rovcd 0 crations '-- 61.5 34.6 

-
16 3.9 

A- % of firms that Always Usc practice 

B- % of finns that Occasionally usc practice 

C- %of firms that Rarely Use practice 

D-% of finns that are introducing practice 

The Environmental Management Practices u cd by each fim1 \\ ~~ ~ \'ilr ; 11 
l faJ rit of 

finns make usc of pollution prevention p lluti n ontr I, r~ lin, nd P~Iation. 1 
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All the firms surveyed exhibited some degree of environmental awareness though at 

varying levels. This can be explained by the fact that the firms surveyed were participants 

of activities of the Kenya National Cleaner Production Centre. Majorities of the finns 

have practised ECM for a period of less than 6 years. 35 % of the firms has practised 

ECM for less than 3 years, while 35% has practised for a period of 3-6 years, 19% for 6-

10 years and the rest 11 .5 for more than 1 Oyears. Most of the firms surveyed were in the 

constructive stage as represented by 61% of the firms. 31 %were proactive and 8% 

receptive. None were reactive. 

4.13 Manufacturing trategy Integration 

The framework presented by Wheelwright and Hayes ( 19 4) i a wid ly recognized 

model that defines four stages of manu factu ri ng tratcgy intcgrati n. 1 hi fram \: rk i 

summarized as Stage I; Internally neutral: goal is minimization f manufacturing' 

negative impact. Stage II ; Externally neutral: goal is to follow industr practice. api tal 

investment used to achieve scale advantages. tage lll; Internall • upportt\ goal i 

support of corporate strategy with a fonnulatcd manuf: turin tt. tcg • • nd tag 1 ; 

xtcmally supportive: goal is provi ion of tr t gi m. nuf: turin • • pabilitit: tl:sultin > 

in corporate-level strategic opp rtuniti . 
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The majority of the firms surveyed were internally supportive as represented by 65% Of 

the total firms surveyed. 23% of the firms were externally neutral and the rest 12% 

externally supportive. 

4.14 Eco-Manufacturing Strategic Integration 

Respondents were asked to indicate which stage of manufacturing integration and which 

stage of environmental management best describes their company. There was no apparent 

relationship between industry, company size or process type and the position on the 

Newman and Hanna (1992) framework for eco-manufacturing strategic integration which 

blends Winemius and Guntram (1992) environmental awareness model and Wheelright 

and IT ayes (1984) manufacturing ( ee figure 4.1 below) 
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4.15 Environmental Management and Manufacturing's Competitive 

Priorities 

4.15.1 Degree of Environmental Management Proactiveness 

This variable was measured by summing up the degree of usage of various environmental 

conscious-manufacturing strategies. The various ECM methods used were given a score 

of 1 _ 5 where 5=always used, 4=occassionaly used, 3=rarely used, 2=being introduced 

and 1 =not used. The scores given in each ECM strategy were then summed up for each 

firm to get the degree of environmental management proactiveness. There was a total of 

11 ECM strategies and hence if all were always used a firm would score a maximum of 

55 and if none was used a firm would score a minimum score of 11. This sum was the 

one utilized as a measure for environmental management pr activ n which wa th 

dependent variable. 

4.15.2 Manufacturing's Competitive Priorities 

A question was asked to gather information on hm the above five mdepcnd nl , ariablc 

were considered important as competitive strategic . lith 5 ind p nd~.:nt, ariabl \\ cr 

a k y comp titi c tr tegy, 3= avera I im1 rtant 
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From the regression analysis, the relationship between Environmental Management and 

Manufacturing Strategy Competitive Priorities is as shown below. 

Table 4.7: Regression Results 

EM - 42.92 - 0.996QUA + 0.159DEP - 1.336COS -1.077FLE + 3.2391NN 

Standard Error of Estimate 10.42 1.545 1.359 2.52 2.52 1.404 

Level of significance 0.001 0.697 0.908 0.487 0.497 0.032 

t- values 4.119 -0.395 0.117 -0.709 -0.697 2.307 

The coefficient of determination R
2 

was 0.229 with a standard error of estimate of 6.401. 

An R2 of 0.229 shows that 22.9% of the variations in th d gree f n tr nm ntal 

management proactiveness is explained by variations m importanc f quality, 

dependability, cost, flexibility and innovation as competiti e priorities of manufa turing 

firms. Innovation was the most significant estimator of the degre f 1P at 9 . o~c 

confidence level. It is also significant as shown by the high t-v lu f -.3 7. 

orrelation results wcr nt ' 'lth th n 1 ult • l hl tmr 11. n<.:t: 

mn ati mp titi ith th 11 

mp.u d to th 

in tl 



Table 4.8: Correlation Results 

A B c D E F 

Degree of environmental 1.000 -0.047 0.054 -0.060 0.034 0.325 

management proactiveness 0.818 0.79 0.771 0.870 0.105 

Importance of cost as -0.047 1.000 0.615** 0.765** 0.401 * 0.604** 

competitive strategy 0.818 0.001 0.000 0.043 0.001 

Importance of dependability 0.054 0.615** 1.000 0.708** 0.529** 0.602** 

as competitive strategy 0.792 0.001 0.000 0.005 

Importance of flexibility as -0.060 0.765** 0.708** 1.000 0.433* 0.589** 

competitive strategy 0.771 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.002 

Importance of quality as 0.034 0.401 * 0.529** 0.433* 1.000 0.484* 

competi tive strategy 0.870 0.043 0.005 0.027 0.01 2 

Importance of quality as 0.325 0.604** 0.602** 0.589** 0.484 1.000 

competitive strategy 0. 105 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.012 
-- - _..._ _...._ 

**correlation is significant at 0.001 significance level 

* correlation is significant at 0.05 significance le el 

The upper values are the correlation coefficients while the lower value ar th lc\ cl f 

significance. 

A- Degree of environmental manag m nt pro, cti\ ~;nc 

8- Import nee of co ' l a c rnp titive tr t y 

Import an c f d p nd bilit 

D- Import tn 

I.- 1Jn1 rt m 

l - In J rt 111 



From the regression results, the independent variables were able to explain at least 23% 

of the variations in the degree of EMP with a standard error of estimate of 6.401. 

Competitive priorities of a firm can play a role in determining the level of environmental 

management proactiveness but there are also other factors that play a role. These include 

political will and government legislation, deficiency of skills, technical difficulties/lack 

of appropriate technology, and poor infrastructure among other challenges. 

5.1.2 ECM Strategies and Environmental Management Proactiveness 

There was a positive correlation between most of the challenges encountered in adopting 

M strategies and the degree of environmental management proactiven r m th 

correlation matrix, the most significant challenge was the lack of p litical will, G II w d 

by resistance to change, type of ownership of firm, government policie , inad~quat • 

legislation, absence of public pressure, technical difficulties, lack of appreciati 11 f 

resulting benefits, skills deficiencies, poor infrastructure, and lack f appr print 

technology in that order. 

ur id nee from the Kenyan manu turin finn in I lh t , h I ( tht: I {. ll 1 

in flu nc th • d ption of rwi nm nt II ' 

h cl 1r th 11 n m nu tu 'n 

n •ir 111 1 nl 1 



APPENDIX I List of Firms Collaborating with .KNCPC 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
1 . 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33 . 
34. 
35. 

FIRM LOCATION 

BAT Kenya Ltd 

Bedi Investments Ltd 

Bidco (K) ltd 

Broadway Bakeries 

Brookside Dairy Ltd 

Bullies Tanneries Ltd 

Cartubox Industries Ltd 

Camaurd Metal Box Ltd 

Cilio Del Monte (K) Ltd 

Coil Products (K) Ltd 

Cook 'n' lite Ltd 

East African leather Factory Ltd 

Flamingo Bottlers 

Flamingo Paints Ltd 

Genitems Ltd 

Ilaco Ltd 
Kapa Oil Refineries Ltd 

Kapi Ltd 
Kenya Brewerie 

Kel hemical Industrie Ltd 

Kenya Paper Mill 

Kenya Vehicle Manufacturers 

Kenblest Bakenes Ltd 

Leather Industnes of Kenya Ltd 

Londra Ltd 
Lamsons Industries Ltd 

MabatJ Rolling Mills 

Mega pm Ltd 

Menegat Otl Refineries 

Nakuru Ftbres Ltd 

Nakuru Indu~trie Ltd 

akuru anner Ltd 

Nairobi 
Nakuru 
Thika 
Thika 
Ruiru 
Thika 
Thika 
Thika 
Thika 
Mombasa 
Mombasa 
Nakuru 
Nakuru 
Nakuru 
Nairobi 
Nairobi 
Nairobi 
Nairobi 
Nair bi 
1 hika 
Thtka 
Thika 
1hika 



Part III Environmental Consciousness and application 

1. Have you heard of environmentally conscious manufacturing, or cleaner 

production, or green manufacturing? 

Yes 

No [ ] 

2. Has your organisation adopted environmentally conscious manufacturing? 

Yes [ ] 

No [ ] 

3. For how long has your organisation made use of environmentally conscwus 

manufacturing? 

Below 3 years [ ] 

3 to 6 years [ ] 

6 to 10 years [ ] 

Over 1 0 years [ ] 

4. Is your organisation ISO 14000 certified? 

Yes 

0 

[ 

[ 

] 

] 

If yes, what factors led your company to se k certific tion? 

.. .... .. ........... .... ............................................................................ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ......... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
urnm m , ny urr nt hi in th rt i 1\.. tion'! 
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....................... 



• Volume variability [ ] 

• Capacity 

• Innovation [ ] 

• Profits [ ] 

b) Indicate other benefits of adopting Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing 

i) .................................................................
........................ . 

ii) ...........................................................
.............................. . 

iii) ...............................................................
......................... .. 

iv) ............................................................
............................. . 

v) ............................... ······················ ........
................ ············· 

vi) ...........................................................
.............................. . 

7. a) Listed below arc some or the challenges which prevent manufacturing Iim1s 

from adopting Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing. Plea c tick ( ) in th 

appropriate box to indicate the extent to which you c n idcr th challenge 

significant. 

Very Moderately ot 

Significant Significant ignificunt 

• Technical difficulties ] [ ] [ ] 

• kills Deficiencies ] [ ] [ ] 

• Government Policies l [ ] 

• ack of Political will ] [ ] 

• Po r lnfn. tructur [ ] [ 1 I 

• [ 1 ( ] r 

• pr'-= ur l ] [ [ 

• It hm• l ] ] 

• 
] [ ] 

• 
ultm ] I ] 



• Inadequate legislation 

8. 

b) Please list any other challenges faced while implementing Environmentally 

conscious Manufacturing. 

1. ....................................
.....................................

............... . 

11 ..•..•••••••••.•••••.....••••••...••
••••••..•...•...••.•.••.••••.•••••.•

•.•••..••••..••••• 

111 •............•.............••............•.......•..•..•..•.••...•.•.•.••••...•..•........ 

IV ....................................
.....................................

..•.............. 

v ............. .. . .. ........... ... . ... .. ....... .. .. .......... ... .. ..... .. ..... ...... .... . .. . 

Please indicate how helpful each of the following organisations has been in 

relation to your implementation of environmentally conscious Manufacturing. 

Very Moderately Not 

Helpful helpful 1 Ielpful 

UNEP [ ] [ [ ] 

KNCPC [ ] [ [ 

NEMA [ [ ] 

MENR [ [ ] [ 

KEBS [ [ ] [ 

GEF [ ] ] 

Where: 

·nited ation Em·ir nm nt l Pro . mm 

K : K nya 

uti m II 


